Turkey's continued invasions in the KRI are part of Turkey's broader regional strategy and expansion.

On Monday, April 18, the Turkish military launched a new invasion into the Kurdistan Region of Iraq (KRI), deploying ground and air forces into the mountains. As with previous incursions, Turkey used the pretext of fighting the Kurdish Workers’ Party (PKK) to explain its entry into Kurdish territory. However, Turkey has established permanent military bases and posts after each military campaign since 2018. These bases are catalogued in a 2020 map released by the Turkish presidency, pinpointing forty military bases inside the KRI. Though the post was deleted soon after posting, the map remains on the internet.

Turkey frequently launches new operations within the KRI during the spring, translating into increasing land grabs in the KRI since 2018. Ankara’s pretext for these operations has some justification; the PKK presence in the KRI has been real since the 1990s (https://www.amazon.com/Blood-Belief-Kurdish-Fight-Independence/dp/0814757111). But for Turkey, the invasion of KRI has had far more significant outcomes than limiting the operations of the PKK. For example, the PKK has not lost its ability to launch attacks inside Turkey, but it has limited its activities to self-defense. Instead, Turkish occupation of areas inside the KRI will allow it to target the Kurdish Regional Government (KRG) entity and its aspiration of independence or even the thought of repeating an independence referendum-like event.

The expansion policy in Iraq is part of Turkey’s regional aims that have been taking shape since 2018. Turkey continues to directly meddle in the affairs of Syria and Libya, and continues to balance its relations with the Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas while attempting to mend ties with Egypt and the Gulf states. Turkey also sided directly with Azerbaijan when it launched a war on Armenia in Nagorno-Karabakh, and is seeding its influence in Africa (https://studies.aljazeera.net/en/analyses/rise-turkey-africa). Turkey has been playing a double game (https://www.cnbc.com/2022/03/30/turkey-welcomes-russian-oligarch-money-but-its-risks-for-its-economy.html) translating into increasing land grabs in the KRI since 2018. Ankara’s pretext for these invasions is part of Turkey’s broader regional strategy and expansion.

As part of Turkey’s expansion policy, Iraq has been a significant target, including an attempt by Turkey to control a considerable number of Iraqi political entities. For example, Turkey has exploited the lack of Sunni leadership in Iraq since 2003, and after nearly two decades, Erdogan was able to recently unite the Sunnis (https://www.rudaw.net/english/middleeast/04022021) to bolster Turkey’s access to natural gas through a deal with Iraq. Though it might not be an easy ride (https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/turkey-iraq-kurdish-gas-easier-said-done) for Turkey to take the Kurdish natural gas—given the disputes among Kurds themselves and with Baghdad—Turkey is still the sole place to make the case for any party to export the gas. The gas deal is essential for Turkey, and it enjoys the disputes among Kurds themselves and with Baghdad—Turkey is still the sole place to make the case for any party to export the gas. The gas deal is essential for Turkey, and it enjoys targeting the Kurds and their political parties in the disputed territory. Turkey went even further byestablishing militias for both Sunnis and the Turkmen Front. In 2015, without any agreements with Baghdad or the U.S.-led global coalition fighting ISIS, Turkey (https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-37751579) formed a Sunni...
resulting from Erdogan’s authoritarianism. Yet Turkish regional expansion is likely to continue beyond an Erdogan presidency, were he not to be re-elected. With the failure in the 2005 referendum, Turkey has also benefited from the intra-Kurdish division in the KRI, namely between the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) and the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK), as well as divisions between the KDP and their fellow Kurds from Syria and Turkey. However, the geography, historical regional competition between Iran and Turkey, and the reality on the ground have made the KDP naturally attracted to Turkey and the PUK to Iran. Today, Turkey is a major supporter of the KDP to a point, as it takes advantage of billions of dollars [https://www.csis.org/analysis/turkey-and-krg-after-referendum-blocking-path-independence] of energy and trade exchanges with the KRG.

In Baghdad, Turkey has established a new level of relations [https://www.aljazeera.net/news/politics/2020/12/17/turkey-iraq-irans-united-front-on-kurdish-referendum-blocking-path-independence] and armed them as a pressure campaign against the Kurds under the pretext of fighting ISIS. Turkey has also benefited from the intra-Kurdish division in the KRI, namely between the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) and the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK), as well as divisions between the KDP and their fellow Kurds from Syria and Turkey. However, the geography, historical regional competition between Iran and Turkey, and the reality on the ground have made the KDP naturally attracted to Turkey and the PUK to Iran. Today, Turkey is a major supporter of the KDP to a point, as it takes advantage of billions of dollars [https://www.csis.org/analysis/turkey-and-krg-after-referendum-blocking-path-independence] of energy and trade exchanges with the KRG.

For example, Baghdad’s policies have always been to undermine the KRG’s entity—even more so after the Kurdish independence referendum. Turkey’s control over KRI has temporarily cut off of waters from the Tigris and Euphrates. Moreover, in January 2021, Turkey officially [https://www.aa.com.tr/en/turkey/turkish-army-consultants-to-serve-in-nato-mission-iraq/2123360] deployed troops to Baghdad using its NATO membership status, gaining further influence in the country. Despite Baghdad’s occasional statements criticizing Turkish actions inside its borders, the current government agrees with Turkey’s overall approach when it comes to its “fight” against the PKK. For Baghdad, this is a “win-win” situation—Turkish leverage over the Kurds.

For example, Istanbul’s policies have always been to undermine the KRG’s entity—even more so after the Kurdish independence referendum. Turkey’s control over KRI has temporarily cut off of waters from the Tigris and Euphrates. Moreover, in January 2021, Turkey officially [https://www.aa.com.tr/en/turkey/turkish-army-consultants-to-serve-in-nato-mission-iraq/2123360] deployed troops to Baghdad using its NATO membership status, gaining further influence in the country. Despite Baghdad’s occasional statements criticizing Turkish actions inside its borders, the current government agrees with Turkey’s overall approach when it comes to its “fight” against the PKK. For Baghdad, this is a “win-win” situation—Turkish leverage over the Kurds.

Realistically, Baghdad is also constrained by Turkey’s water leverage on the country as its upstream neighbor, due in large part to successive Iraqi governments’ lack of water planning since 2003. For example, Turkey temporarily cut off of waters from the [https://www.aa.com.tr/en/turkey/turkish-army-consultants-to-serve-in-nato-mission-iraq/2123360] and armed them as a pressure campaign against the Kurds under the pretext of fighting ISIS. Turkey has also benefited from the intra-Kurdish division in the KRI, namely between the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) and the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK), as well as divisions between the KDP and their fellow Kurds from Syria and Turkey. However, the geography, historical regional competition between Iran and Turkey, and the reality on the ground have made the KDP naturally attracted to Turkey and the PUK to Iran. Today, Turkey is a major supporter of the KDP to a point, as it takes advantage of billions of dollars [https://www.csis.org/analysis/turkey-and-krg-after-referendum-blocking-path-independence] of energy and trade exchanges with the KRG.

Additionally, Iraq is also a primary market for Turkish goods, as Turkish brands make up about 90% of those in Iraqi shopping malls [https://www.aljazeera.net/ebusiness/2021/4/2/why-iraq-would-be-interested-in-turkish-drones-and-attack-helicopters]. With blessings from the United States. Additionally, Iraq is also a primary market for Turkish goods, as Turkish brands make up about 90% of those in Iraqi shopping malls [https://www.aljazeera.net/ebusiness/2021/4/2/why-iraq-would-be-interested-in-turkish-drones-and-attack-helicopters].

These factors all suggest that Turkey’s influence and involvement inside Iraq will only continue to grow. Turkey suffers many domestic, economic and political issues resulting from Erdogan’s authoritarianism. Yet Turkish regional expansion is likely unstoppable, especially due to the lack of unity in the Arab world. Like other regional powers, Turkey is clearly interested in presenting itself as a leader of the Islamic world. Moreover, its geographic importance and military development in recent years make its importance in the region hard to deny. Even as Turkey faces elections in the upcoming year, its regional expansion policies [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G46lf7ynOil&list=PLhVhp7YbBqsl2xJY1eC-WFdaAM3jnk&index=7] will likely continue beyond an Erdogan presidency, were he not to be re-elected. With the Turkish opposition clearly aligned with Erdogan on a majority of his regional interventions—especially when it comes to the Kurds—[https://twitter.com/kilicdarogluk/status/1516101318712168455] this is a policy the KRI will have to grapple with long term.
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